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The continuous explosion of technology creates a scenario of progress. Fast as lightning different means of communication exists. Twitter, Instagram, Blog, YouTube, Facebook and messenger are the most common means of expressions an individual can have. From the given application messenger is the most commonly used in every school wherein the creation of Group Chat or GC is in demand.

In every organization communication plays a vital role. In reaching out to every member of a group specially in a big school with 50-80 teaching staff, GC is very functional. Important announcements and reminders are posts. Yes we can say that the usual faculty meeting is still the best strategy in meeting the teachers, but then GC acts as a follow up venue of the things discussed during the faculty meeting.

In using the GC urgent notification which needs urgent action is very ideal. Members of the group can express their opinion and ideas on a particular issue. Meaning the GC is confidentially a group where talks and the secrecy of issues is observed in respect to the leader of a certain group.

Nevertheless, belonging to a GC is not always a bed of roses. There were times at the middle of the night it beeps for a certain reason… WORK! Yes, being a member of a GC is a NO excuse for work. Being in a GC is a responsibility and obligation to check incoming announcement, memos and updates. Though the content of the communication often times all about our work still it may be an avenue of crackling jokes and greetings too.

Busy GC productive outputs. BC GC …. Promotes positive results. BC GC beep beep for a cause. Yes for Busy GC for tomorrows progress towards a better work.
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